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1 Introduction
Construction and maintenance of ports and waterways involves dredging activities in many cases.
Dredging projects require assessment and mitigation of a number of environmental impacts. One of
these impacts is increased turbidity and sedimentation due to dredging and disposal activities bringing
sediments in suspension. Reduction of light penetration, increased sedimentation and increased
suspended sediment concentrations can have potentially adverse effects on sensitive habitats (e.g.
coral & seagrass ecosystems) or nearby human activities (e.g. aquaculture, industrial/drinking water
intakes). The extent of the impacts will depend on the quantity, frequency and duration of dredging,
adopted methodology, site-specific conditions (wind, wave and current fields, grain-size distribution and
water depth), proximity to sensitive sites and tolerance of living organisms to altered turbidity conditions
[PIANC, 2010].
Increased awareness has instigated stricter environmental legislation related to these activities. Project
environmental permits often stipulate project-specific regulations, which can entail strict turbidity
thresholds for these activities. Operational turbidity management in these projects is warranted, as
exceeding turbidity thresholds can trigger corrective measures, increased monitoring efforts, relocation
of dredge activity, a decrease in or – worst case – a cease of dredging and dredge spoil placement
activities.
The modelling tools presented in this paper add to the development of a system in which real-time
predictions of the plume behaviour can be achieved. The operational planning of dredge operations for
the next few days can be implemented in a forecast model environment, in case a breach of turbidity
thresholds is predicted, the operational planning can be revised or altered to avoid breaches.
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Trailer Suction Hopper Dredgers (TSHD’s) often deploy an overflow system through which excess sea
water is skimmed from the hopper (Figure ). The released water contains a varying concentration of fine
sediment material, of which a fraction can form turbidity plumes. In the presence of currents, these
plumes are advected over longer distances. The plumes can affect environmentally sensitive areas
throughout coastal, river or offshore systems [Bray, 2008].

Figure 1: Sketch of a Trailer Suction Hopper Dredger, pumping a water-sediment mixture (mass concentration
Cp) towards the hopper, at volume discharge Qp. The sediment mixture settles while flowing towards the
overflow, where a lighter mixture with sediment concentration C0 is released, with discharge Q0.

Today, these environmental impacts are assessed using predictive simulations based on large-scale
modelling of dredging scenarios. Since large-scale modelling of (tidal) currents in estuaries and regional
seas is usually executed using a simplified, hydrostatic form of the Navier-Stokes equations (SaintVenant equations), it is useful to divide dredging plumes in two parts. The first part is the near-field
section of the plume, near the exit of the overflow shaft. This part is called the dynamic plume since it is
still under influence of the ship and the excess density of the water-sediment-air mixture. The excess
density of the plume can be expressed as

Δρ=ρm-ρ∞=c(1-ρ∞/ρs )-ϕa (ρ∞-ρa)

(1)

where ρ∞ is the mass density of the sea water, ρm the mass density of the sediment-water mixture in the
plume, c is the sediment mass concentration, ρs the mass density of the sediment material, ϕa is the
volume fraction of air bubbles and ρa is the mass concentration of air bubbles.
The second part of the plume starts where the released mixture is diluted to the point where the plume
bulk density ρm is no longer significantly higher compared to the surrounding sea water. This part is
called the passive plume since it is passively advected with currents in the sea waters, with settling of
flocs and benthic aggregates as main process (e.g. Smith and Friedrichs, 2011). Large-scale modelling
tools are capable to solve the passive part of the plume. However, in the modelling of dredging plumes
the dynamic part of the plume is still a missing link between the sediment discharge at the overflow exit
and the passive part of the plume. Today this gap is bridged by roughly estimating the sediment flux to
the passive plumes, as a fixed percentage of fines in the production. It has been shown that this
percentage can vary widely, even within one loading cycle [Decrop et al., 2014 ; de Wit et al., 2014].
In the past, the near-field modelling done for the transformation of the bulk overflow outflow to a vertical
distribution of the sediment behind the vessel has also been executed with integral models representing
the integrated Navier-Stokes equations for a buoyant jet in crossflow [Fischer, 1979 ; Jirka, 2006]. Such
models were implemented by e.g. Spearman (2011). However, this type of model cannot incorporate
the formation of a surface plume due to the complex flow pattern around the vessel and due to air
bubbles. Instead, a mere constant factor can be applied.
In this paper, an overview is given of the tools developed by the author in the recent past, more
specifically a highly detailed 3-D CFD model and a fast parameter model. Today’s application of the
developed tools is discussed, leading to improvement of turbidity assessment in planning phase and in
operational phase. The presented research was executed by IMDC with additional funding from IWT in
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Belgium. Special thanks go to professors De Mulder (Hydraulics Laboratory, Ghent University) and
Toorman (Hydraulics Laboratory, KULeuven) for supervising the research.

2 Near-Field CFD Model
A 3-D numerical simulation model has been developed in the Ansys Fluent environment. The aim of this
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model is to represent accurately the flow patterns of the watersediment-air mixture in the direct vicinity of a hopper dredger while trailing.
In the following sections, a short overview of the model development is given, as well as results of the
analysis of influencing factors on plume dispersion.

2.1

Set-Up and Validation

The 3-D CFD model solves for the velocity vectors of three phases: water, sediments and air bubbles.
The following approach was chosen to handle the three phases. First, the momentum and continuity
equations for a mixture of water and sediments are solved. Then, the relative velocity (slip velocity) of
the sediment compared to the water velocity is determined by including the effects of settling and drag
[Manninen et al., 1996] and including the effect of turbulent diffusion using a drift flux term. This method
is allowed when the expected slip velocity is low. The slip velocity of air bubbles in water has a much
higher range compared to the sediments in the overflow plume, which are mainly fines. Therefore, a
different approach was used for the air bubble dispersion. It was solved using a Lagrangian approach
in which the acceleration vector is determined from a force balance consisting of drag, gravity, virtual
mass and pressure gradient [Decrop et al., 2014].
The input of momentum and swirl due to the propellers is modelled using an actuator disk approach. In
this approach, the axial and tangential velocity components – as a function of the radial distance from
the hub – are imposed by implementing a pressure jump over a circular surface in the model grid.
The actual geometry of an existing TSHD is embedded in the model grid. The model domain is
discretised using an unstructured grid. This allows for an accurate representation of the complex
geometry of the ship. Refined grid cell layers are included to resolve the velocity profiles at the wall
boundary layers at ship hull and in the overflow shaft (Figure 1). Additional grid refinements were
included in regions of plume presence, strong gradients, strain near the bow, propeller flow and near
the sea bed. The surface mesh at the hull was refined in zones of strong curvature to represent the
shape in an optimal way.

Figure 1: Example of a model grid, tailored to a specific plume case for computational efficiency. Grid is sliced
along the ship axis. Ship hull grid in brown, water surface grid in black, subsurface grid along slice in blue.

The turbulent flow field was solved using the Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) technique, in which the larger
turbulent vortices are explicitly resolved on the grid. Amongst other reasons, this is needed to include
the interactions between an individual vortex and the local sediment gradients near the edges of the
plume.
The CFD model was validated in a number of steps. Two major steps were taken: validation of a
laboratory-scale model [Decrop et al., 2015a] and validation of a full-scale model. A thorough validation
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of a laboratory-scale CFD model was executed based on measurements taken in a physical model. The
CFD model results were compared to highly-detailed measurements of sediment concentration,
turbulent sediment fluxes, mean flow velocity components (U, V, W) turbulent velocity fluctuations and,
finally, the Reynolds stress
After the detailed validation at laboratory scale, the CFD model was converted to a full-scale model,
including a realistic vessel geometry, propellers and overflow shaft (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Details of the surface mesh at the TSHD hull and overflow shaft walls

A measurement campaign was set up to measure a real-life overflow dredging plume in the field [Decrop
and Sas, 2014]. Detailed vertical profiles of sediment concentration were recorded throughout the full
water column, from surface to 2 cm above the sea bed. In this way, also the near-bed highlyconcentrated mud layers could be monitored. Also, sediment concentration observations were
conducted closer to the surface and along the complete plume using Optical Backscatter instruments
towed behind the survey boat. Finally, Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) measurements have
been taking, allowing for the visualisation of the concentration levels along a vertical slice of the plume.
Subsequently, CFD simulations were set up representing identical ambient conditions as observed in
the field. The results of the simulations were compared with the field data, as a validation exercise for
the full-scale CFD model. Suspended sediment concentration measurements in the surface plume
matched well with the CFD model (Figure 3, upper panel). Also, observations of the deeper parts of the
overflow plumes corresponded well with the CFD model (Figure 3, lower panel).
Two examples of results of the CFD model are shown in Figure 4. In this example, the head-current is
relatively strong, leading to a significant surface plume (with the potential to travel long distances).

Figure 3: Upper panel: range of observed sediment concentration c/C 0 (red markers) compared to the centerline
(maximum) c/C0 values from the CFD model.
Lower panel: Vertical slice of CFD sediment concentration log(c/C 0) (along the ship axis, in grayscale), compared
to the lower edge of the plume as observed in the field (black diamonds).
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Figure 4: Examples of the turbulent sediment plumes computed using the CFD model.
The isosurface connecting the locations at which c/C0=10-4 is shown in the top panel.
The lower panel gives a top view of the computed sediment concentration at the surface.

2.2 Sensitivity of Plume Dispersion to Boundary Conditions
The main goal of near-field CFD modelling is to compute the vertical and horizontal distributions of the
overflow behind the ship, for far-field model input. However, the full three-dimensional fields of flow
velocity and concentrations of sediment and air bubbles are also available for analysis. For example,
the influence of a number of operational and environmental parameters has been studied by comparing
two simulations in which only one parameter has been changed. These insights have in later stages
been used for the development of simplified models.

2.1.1

Influence of Dredging Speed

First, two simulations are carried out in which a water-sediment mixture is released with a varying
average velocity (Figure 5). It is shown that the stronger relative flow velocity induces an increase of the
surface plume sediment concentration with a factor 10.

Figure 5: CFD results (relative concentration c/C0) with low dredging speed (top panel)
and with high dredging speed and/or head current (lower panel).

2.1.2

Influence of Mixture Density

Secondly, simulations are carried out in which the flow velocity relative to the ship, U0, is kept constant
at 1 m/s, while the other parameters are equal to previous case. The overflow sediment concentration
C0 is equal to 10 g/l in one simulation (Figure 6, top panel) and to 150 g/l in the other (Figure 6, lower
panel). It can be seen very clearly that the fraction of the released sediments going to a surface plume
(surface value of c/C0) is much higher (up to factor 100) when the overflow mixture is light. The mixture
does not have sufficient excess density to descend to the sea bed.
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Figure 6: CFD results (relative concentration c/C0) with low C0 (10 g/l; top panel)
and with high C0 (150 g/l; lower panel).

2.1.3

2.2.3 Influence of Air Bubbles

The influence of the entrainment of air bubbles into the overflow shaft was also investigated. More
specifically, the influence of the so-called green valve was investigated. The green valve is designed to
reduce the turbidity in the water column by choking the flow, reducing the number of air bubbles in the
overflow and by consequence reducing the uplifting effect thereof. It is usually assumed that the green
valve has an effect under all circumstances. It was shown using the CFD model that the effectiveness
of the green valve is largely dependent on the ambient conditions and overflow mixture properties. See
Decrop et al. (2015b).

3 Near-Field Parameter Model
3.1

Introduction

For the study of the behaviour of specific plume cases, or for gaining insights in the effects of operational
aspects on the plume behaviour, a CFD model is very valuable. In some phases of a dredging project,
however, the long simulation times associated with it are not always acceptable. In the operational
project phase, real-time plume predictions are needed to assess the timing and location of dredging in
the day-by-day planning of works. At this stage, the long simulation times of the CFD model are
prohibitive.
The large-scale simulation of the far-field plumes is generally executed with a shallow-water equationsbased hydrodynamic flow model with a sediment transport equation and a source term for the overflow
releases. The source term which has to be supplied to the large-scale model needs a vertical distribution.
A parameterised model has been designed to perform this task. Essentially, this model is a trade-off
between calculation speed and accuracy. It is less accurate compared to a CFD model, but much faster
and therefore applicable in cases where the CFD model is not possible, e.g. real-time forecasting
simulations.

3.2

Model Set-Up

First, the different length scales and fluxes need to be condensed into non-dimensional numbers. This
makes the parameterisation of the vertical flux profiles more generic.
In

Figure 7, the different scales are sketched. The water depth H is the sum of the TSHD draft Hd and keel
clearance Hk. The distance between the overflow and the stern is denoted as Lo.
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Figure 7: Definition sketch of the parameter model and variables used therein

The vertical coordinate z can now be scaled to a dimensionless coordinate ζ, equal to -1 at the sea bed,
to 0 at the keel and to 1 at the water surface. This transformation allows to make use of Chebychev
polynomials for the parameterisation of the shape of the vertical profile of sediment flux.
From a large number of CFD simulations, representing the full range of realistic boundary conditions,
results are extracted. These results are used to determine vertical profiles of sediment flux, used as data
set to fit the parameters in the parameter model. The profiles are determined as follows. The timeaveraged sediment flux f in the sediment plume (in kg/(s.m)) is defined:

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜁) = 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜁)𝑈(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜁)

(2)

with C and U the time-averaged sediment concentration and flow velocity.
The flux qs is integrated over the width of the plume, determined as:
𝐵/2

𝑞𝑠 = ∫−𝐵/2 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜁)𝑑𝑦

(3)

Where B is the width of the plume. At this point we have a sediment flux in kg/s in the plume at every
location along x and per dimensionless unit of height (ζ is non-dimensional). A distance xp needs to be
defined at which the vertical profile of qs is evaluated. A fixed distance is defined at which the CFD model
output is evaluated and by consequence at which the parameter model is valid. The distance xp was
chosen at 2.5Ls, with Ls the vessel length. At this distance from the vessel, the parameter model output
is valid for implementation in a far-field model.
The vertical profile of the flux that will be parameterised is non-dimensionalised and defined by:

𝐹𝑠 (𝜁) = 𝑞𝑠 (𝑥𝑝 , 𝜁)/𝑄𝑠,0

(4)

where Qs,0=C0Q0 is the sediment outflow from the overflow, C0 is the overflow sediment mass
concentration, Q0 is the volume discharge through the overflow.
For each CFD result in the data set, the profile Fs(ζ) is determined at xp=2.5L.
The next step is to parameterise the shape of the vertical profiles of Fs. The parameters describing the
shape of the profiles will then be linked through a multivariate regression to the boundary conditions
such as current velocity, sailing speed, et cetera. Depending on the ambient conditions and overflow jet
exit conditions, two distinct types of plumes can be distinguished: the near-bed density current and the
seabed-detached plume. The shape of the vertical flux profile of both types of plumes is clearly different
(

Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Vertical profile of Fs for two types of plumes: near-bed density current type (left panel)
and the seabed-detached plume (right panel)

In order to select which type of profile will occur, a preliminary estimate of the vertical position of the
plume centre line at x=xp is required. For this purpose, the Lagrangian model for the trajectory of buoyant
jets of [Lee and Cheung, 1990] and [Lee and Chu, 2003] is used as a starting point, with corrections
based on regression analysis using the CFD results. In case the preliminary plume centre line is at 𝜁 <
−0.75, the plume is close to the seabed and considered of density current type. If 𝜁 > −0.75, the plume
is defined as type seabed-detached.
The shape of these profiles was then parameterised using either a Chebychev polynomial (density
current) or a piecewise-linear (seabed-detached) approach.
The first type, the density current type, usually has a relatively smooth profile, and can be approximated
using Chebychev polynomials, see e.g. [Lopez, 2001]. In this method, a weighted sum of polynomials
with order zero to n is considered (eq. 5). The coefficients 𝜓𝑖 in the weighted sum are fitted to each case
in the data set of CFD model-based plumes. Here, polynomials with n=3 provided sufficient capability
of following the shape of the profiles:

𝐹𝑠 (𝜁) = ∑𝑛𝑖=0 𝜓𝑖 𝑇𝑖 (𝜁)

(5)

where Ti are the Chebychev polynomials of the first kind and 𝜓𝑖 are n+1 coefficients.
For the second type of plume, the seabed-detached plume, a step-wise parameterisation of the flux
profile is proposed. The reason for the different parameterisation is the fact that this type of profile is
often less smooth, with a sharp edge at the position of the bottom of the plume where the sediment
concentration goes to zero rapidly. Fitting using Chebychev polynomials induces wiggles due to the
sharp edge. In

Figure 8, the step-wise parameterisation (during model training) for both types is shown.
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Figure 9: Vertical profile of Fs for two types of plumes. CFD results in full lines, parameterisations in dashed lines,
preliminary plume centre line position in black diamond. Near-bed density current type with Chebychev
parameterization (left panel). Right panel shows the ‘detached’ plume type with step-wise parameterisation
(dashed line), defined by (co-)ordinates ζm, Ft and Fm and the slope Sb.

This gives a total of four parameters to fit to the data set, for both the Chebychev (𝜓𝑖 ) and stepwise
linear approach (ζm, Sb, Ft and Fm). These parameters are for that purpose defined as linear functions of
the physical quantities of influence such as the solid discharge (Qs,0), vessel draught (Hd), keel clearance
(Hk), distance of overflow to stern (L0), the ratio of outflow-to-crossflow velocity (λ) and the densimetric
Froude number FΔ:

𝐹Δ =

𝑊0
𝑔𝐷

(6)

Δ𝜌
𝜌∞

Where 𝑊0 is the overflow exit velocity, D is the diameter and Δ𝜌 as defined in eq. (1).
Using multivariate linear regression, the relationship between the physical boundary conditions and the
profile shape parameters was established, by fitting to a large set of CFD results. Here, this process is
called model training.

3.3

Model Training

A training data set of 50 CFD simulations was used to relate the parameters to the different boundary
conditions of the plume. These boundary conditions consist of dimensionless combinations FΔ, λ, Hd/Lo,
etc. The ranges of these conditions covered by the training data set determines the validity of the model,
in this case: 1.2<FΔ<14.2, 0.5<λ<4, 0.07<Hd/Lo<0.26 and 1<Hk/D<30.4.
The Chebychev coefficients 𝜓𝑖 (eq. 5) were found to depend mainly on F∞ (=FΔ / λ) and the ratio Hk/D.
For each coefficient, a multivariate regression is fitted with these two dependent variables. The training
data set cases are used for finding βc,i (3 x 4=12 coefficients):
𝐻
𝐷 𝑚

𝜓𝑖 = 𝛽𝑐,𝑖,0 + 𝛽𝑐,𝑖,1 𝐹∞ + 𝛽𝑐,𝑖,2 ( 𝑘 )

+ 𝜖𝑖,𝑚

(7)

where i=0,...,3 is the number of the Chebychev coefficients, m=1,...,M, with M the number of CFD
simulations in the data set, 𝛽𝑐,𝑖,𝑗 are the coefficients to fit and 𝜖𝑖,𝑚 are error terms.
The parameters for the step-wise profile of the seabed-detached plumes were found to be best
represented as a function of the following near-field plume conditions: F∞, the ratio Hd/Lo and the ratio
Hk/D. For each parameter, a multivariate regression is fitted with these three dependent variables. The
training data set cases are used for finding βd (4x4=16 coefficients):
𝐻

𝐻

(𝐹𝑡 , 𝐹𝑚 , 𝜁𝑚 , 𝑆𝑚 ) = 𝛽𝑑,0 + 𝛽𝑑,1 𝐹∞,𝑚 + 𝛽𝑑,2 ( 𝑑 ) + 𝛽𝑑,3 ( 𝑘 )
𝐿
𝐷
𝑜

𝑚

𝑚

+ 𝜖𝑚

(8)
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where, m=1,...,M, with M the number of CFD simulations (with seabed-detached plume) in the data set,
𝛽𝑑,𝑗 , j=1,2,3, are the coefficients to fit for each of the profile parameters (𝐹𝑡 , 𝐹𝑚 , 𝜁𝑚 , 𝑆𝑚 ). 𝜖𝑚 are error
terms.
More details on the mathematical description and parameter settings of the parameter model can be
found in Decrop (2015).

3.4

Validation

A second set of CFD simulations not used for the fitting of the coefficients of the multivariate regression
was then applied as a validation data set. It turns out that the vertical profile of sediment flux in an
overflow plume can be predicted reasonably well for most standard cases by this parameterised model.
Out of a total of 40 validation cases, 75 % had a coefficient of determination (R²) of 0.7 or higher. Two
examples of comparison between CFD model results and parameter model results are shown in Figure
10. The parameter model is valid for a large range of boundary conditions and can after this validation
exercise be used for generating source terms in a large-scale model, including the interaction between
currents, vessel operation and plume behaviour.

3.5

Application in Far-Field Plume Models

The near-field sediment flux profiles generated by the parameter model can thus now be imposed as
source terms in a large-scale plume dispersion model, in a coupled way. Effectively, an online coupling
was established between the near-field parameter model and the TELEMAC code [EDF R&D, 2013] for
solving large-scale hydrodynamics and sediment transport: the parameter model provides realistic
sediment distributions for the sediment sources in the far-field model in TELEMAC, while the TELEMAC
hydrodynamic solver provides water depth (i.e. ship keel clearance Hk), flow velocity and direction
(changing in time) as an input for the near-field parameter model (Figure 11). The user provides the
static variables to the parameter model at the start of the simulation: overflow discharge Q0, diameter D
and sediment concentration C0, vessel length Ls and overflow position L0. Vessel speed and course can
be provided as an a priori-defined time series.
In this way, the sediment spill and its vertical distribution is fully adapted to the ambient conditions at
any time step in the model.
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Figure 10: Two validation cases for the parameter model. Full lines represent vertical profiles of sediment flux
from the CFD model, dashed lines are the results of the parameter model (before and after a corrector step
ensuring the sediment flux continuity is respected).

Figure 11: Schematic representation of the online coupling between near-field parameter model
and far-field hydrodynamics/plume dispersion in TELEMAC

3.5.1

Dredging Scenarios

In a tender phase or during the phase of planning of the dredging works, predictions of the plume
behaviour are calculated in a number of alternatives, to assess predicted compliance with environmental
criteria. For example, it can be decided which part of a dredging zone should be dredged during neap
tide and which part during spring tide conditions.

4 Discussion and Conclusion
A highly-detailed CFD simulation model of near-field overflow has been developed. It was used to gain
insight in the highly complex flows of water-sediment-air mixtures behind overflowing TSHD’s. Further,
it was used in the development of a faster parameter model of near-field overflow plume dispersion.
The sediment flux profiles generated by the newly developed parameter model can now be imposed as
source terms in a large-scale plume dispersion model, where the parameter model inputs are coupled
with the large-scale flow properties. In this way, the fraction of released sediments moving to the large
passive plume is determined every time step. This is a significant improvement over the rather arbitrarily
chosen constant value used in the past.
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Currently, the grey-box model is applied by consulting engineers at IMDC during environmental impact
assessment of port development and maintenance, both in scenario analysis and in a real-time plume
forecasting system. Operational analysis of undesired sedimentation of the underwater work areas in
between construction phases is another example of application.
In the future, the same approach – CFD simulations of the detailed processes and parameter model
fitting based upon it – can be applied to other types of sediment spills from dredging and disposal
activities related to port and navigation channel construction.
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6 Nomenclature
6.1

Symbol [Unit]

6.2

Definition

c [kg/m³]

Sediment concentration

C0 , Cp [kg/m³]

Sediment concentration at resp. overflow and at dredging pump

D [m]

Overflow diameter

Fs [kg/m² s]

Sediment flux in the plume

Ft [kg/m² s]

Turbulent sediment flux

Hk [m]

Keel clearance

L0 [m]

Distance from overflow to stern

Ls [m]

Ship length

Q0 [m³/s]

Volume discharge at overflow

Qp [m³/s]

Volume discharge at dredging pump

Qs [m³/s]

Volume discharge in the plume

U, V, W [m/s]

Flow velocity components

Uv [m/s]

Vessel speed

U0 [m/s]

Ambient flow velocity

W0 [m/s]

Mean overflow exit velocity

x [m]

Horizontal distance from dredger

z [m]

Vertical distance from keel

φa [-]

Air volume concentration

φa,0 [-]

Air volume concentration at overflow exit

ρa , ρm , ρs , ρ∞ [kg/m³]

Mass density of resp. air, plume mixture, sediment grains and ambient
waters

ζ [-]

Normalised vertical coordinate
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SUMMARY
Construction and maintenance of ports and waterways involves dredging activities in many cases.
Dredging projects require assessment and mitigation of a number of environmental impacts. Some of
the potential impacts are related to turbidity plumes resulting from hydraulic and mechanical dredging
processes bringing sediment into suspension.
In the recent past, environmental awareness and by consequence environmental legislation has
become stronger. As a result, dredging contractors and dredging consultancy have been faced with the
challenge to implement better control mechanisms for environmental management purposes. More
specifically, turbidity plumes have been monitored closely in the past to follow up on their fate. Numerical
simulations allow for real-time forecasting of the fate of the turbidity plumes in the near future. By means
of a well-calibrated tidal flow model, planned dredging activities can be implemented as sediment
sources in the numerical flow models. In this way, the plume dispersion due to interaction of the tidal
flows and the timing of activities spilling sediments can be predicted up to a week ahead.
In the past, large-scale numerical flow models have been applied, and covered the wider areas around
the project site that can potentially be affected by the works. Overflow losses from Trailer Suction Hopper
Dredgers (TSHD) are one of the main sediment spills during the execution of dredging projects. In the
past, near-field sediment distributions from overflow spills have been determined using simplified laws
and crude estimates of losses.
In the presented work, efforts have been made to improve the accuracy of plume simulations by
performing highly-detailed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of the flows of the watersediment-air mixture around the ship hull and its interaction with the propellers. These detailed
simulations have several benefits, such as assessment of overflow design and insights in the threedimensional distribution of sediments near the dredger, but are too time-consuming to be used in
operational forecasting of turbidity plumes. In the work presented in this paper, the CFD results have
been applied to develop a parameterised model, significantly faster compared to the CFD simulations,
but more accurate compared to the previous generation of near-field models.
The coupling of this new generation of near-field spill models with the far-field (large-scale) flow models
allows for a significant increase in accuracy of turbidity forecasting. In this way, using forecasting
models, dredge and disposal productions can be optimised while complying with turbidity levels imposed
in the environmental criteria.

RÉSUMÉ
La construction et la maintenance des ports et voies navigables impliquent souvent des dragages. Les
projets de dragage nécessitent l’évaluation et l’atténuation de nombreux impacts environnementaux.
Certains des impacts potentiels sont liés au panache de turbidité résultant de dragages hydrauliques et
mécaniques mettant les sédiments en suspension.
Récemment, la conscience environnementale et donc la législation se sont renforcées. Les entreprises
et consultants ont dû relever le défi d’améliorer les mécanismes de contrôles pour les questions
environnementales. Plus précisément, les panaches de turbidité ont été instrumentés dans le passé
pour suivre leur devenir. Des simulations numériques permettent de prévoir le devenir des panaches
de turbidité en temps réel et à courte échéance. Au moyen de modèles de marée bien calibrés, les
activités de dragage programmées peuvent être intégrées dans les modèles d’écoulement comme
source de sédiments. Ainsi, la dispersion du panage du à l’interaction des courants de marée et des
activités mobilisant des sédiments, peut être prévue jusqu’à 1 semaine à l’avance.
Dans le passé, des modèles numériques à grande échelle ont été utilisés sur la plus large zone autour
du projet pouvant être affectée par les travaux. Les pertes par surverse du « Trailer Suction Hopper
Dredgers » (TSHD) sont un des principaux modes de dispersions de sédiments durant les dragages.
Des répartitions à proximité de sédiments dispersés par surverse ont été déterminées par des lois
simplifiées et des estimations brutes des pertes.
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Dans le travail présenté, la précision des simulations a été améliorée par des modélisations numériques
de dynamique des fluides (CFD) très détaillées, simulant les courants du mélange air-sédiment-eau
autour de la coque du bateau et leur interaction avec les hélices. Ces simulations détaillées ont plusieurs
avantages, comme l’évaluation de la conception des écoulements supérieurs et une idée de la
distribution 3D des sédiments près de la drague, mais elles consomment trop de temps de calcul pour
être utilisées en temps réel. Dans le travail présenté les résultats de CFD ont été utilisés pour développer
un modèle paramétrique, nettement plus rapide que les simulations CFD, mais plus précis que la
génération précédente de modèles de simulation à proximité.
Le couplage de cette nouvelle génération de modèles de dispersion à proximité avec les modèles de
simulation d’écoulement à distance éloignée (grande échelle) améliore significativement la précision de
la prévision de la turbidité. Ainsi, en utilisant des modèles de prévision, le dragage et l’évacuation des
matériaux peuvent être optimisés en respectant les niveaux de turbidité imposés par les critères
environnementaux.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der Bau und die Instandhaltung von Häfen und Wasserstraßen sind in vielen Fällen mit Baggerarbeiten
verbunden. Ausbaggerungsprojekte erfordern die Bewertung und Minderung einer Reihe von
Umweltauswirkungen. Einige der möglichen Umweltbelastungen sind auf Trübungsfahnen
zurückzuführen, die aus hydraulischen und mechanischen Baggerprozessen resultieren, die Sedimente
in Suspension bringen.
In jüngster Vergangenheit hat sich das Umweltbewusstsein und damit die Umweltgesetzgebung
verstärkt. Als Ergebnis wurden Auftragnehmer und Berater für Baggerarbeiten mit der Herausforderung
konfrontiert, bessere Kontrollmechanismen zum Zweck des Umweltmanagements zu implementieren.
Insbesondere Trübungsfahnen wurden in der Vergangenheit genauestens überwacht, um ihre
Ausbreitung zu verfolgen. Numerische Simulationen erlauben Echtzeitvorhersagen zur Ausbreitung der
Trübungsfahnen für kurze Zeiträume. Mittels eines gut kalibrierten Gezeitenströmungsmodells können
geplante Baggeraktivitäten als Sedimentquellen in den numerischen Strömungsmodellen umgesetzt
werden. So kann die Sedimentverteilung, ausgelöst durch die Interaktion zwischen der
Gezeitenströmung und dem Zeitpunkt des Sedimentausbringens, bis zu einer Woche im Voraus
vorhergesagt werden.
In der Vergangenheit wurden großmaßstäbliche numerische Strömungsmodelle angewendet, welche
die größeren Gebiete um den Projektstandort abdeckten, die möglicherweise durch die Arbeiten
beeinträchtigt werden könnten. Überlaufverluste von Trailer Suction Hopper Dredgers (TSHD) gehören
zu den wichtigsten Sedimentverschmutzungen bei der Durchführung von Baggerprojekten. In der
Vergangenheit wurde die Verteilung von Sedimenten in der Nähe eines Überlaufs mittels einfacher
Gesetze und grober Schätzungen der Verluste bestimmt.
Dieser Beitrag präsentiert die Anstrengungen, die unternommen wurden, um die Genauigkeit der
Simulationen von Trübungsfahnen zu verbessern, indem hochaufgelöste CFD–Simulationen
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) der Strömung des Wasser-Sediment-Luft-Gemisches um den
Schiffsrumpf und seine Wechselwirkung mit den Propellern durchgeführt wurden. Diese detaillierten
Simulationen haben verschiedene Vorteile, wie z. B. die Bewertung des Überlaufdesigns und Einblicke
in die dreidimensionale Verteilung von Sedimenten in Baggernähe; sie sind jedoch zu zeitaufwändig,
um sie für die operative Vorhersage von Trübungsfahnen zu verwenden. Für die in diesem Beitrag
präsentierte Arbeit wurden die CFD-Ergebnisse dazu verwendet, ein parametrisiertes Modell zu
entwickeln, welches verglichen mit den CFD-Simulationen deutlich schneller ist, aber auch genauer im
Vergleich zu den vorhergehenden Generationen von Nahfeldmodellen.
Die Kopplung dieser neuen Generation von Nahfeld-Ausbreitungsmodellen mit den FernfeldStrömungsmodellen ermöglicht eine bedeutenden Erhöhung der Genauigkeit für die Vorhersage der
Trübung. So kann durch die Anwendung dieser Vorhersagemodelle die Produktion von Baggermaterial
und dessen Deponierung unter Einhaltung der in den Umweltkriterien festgelegten Trübungswerte
optimiert werden.
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RESUMEN
La construcción y mantenimiento de puertos y vías navegables requiere, en muchos casos, llevar a
cabo operaciones de dragado. Los proyectos de dragado requieren la evaluación y mitigación de un
determinado número de impactos ambientales. Algunos de estos potenciales impactos están
relacionados con la aparición de plumas de turbidez resultantes de los procesos de dragado, tanto
hidráulico como mecánico, que generan sedimentos en suspensión.
En los últimos años, la conciencia medioambiental, y consecuentemente la legislación asociada, se ha
vuelto más exigente. Consecuentemente, los contratistas y consultores especialista en labores de
dragado se han enfrentado al reto de implementar mejores mecanismos de gestión medioambiental.
Más concretamente, las plumas de turbidez se han venido monitorizando en los últimos años para
analizar su comportamiento. Las simulaciones numéricas permiten disponer de una previsión realista
del comportamiento de estas plumas. A través de modelos correctamente calibrados, las actividades
de dragado pueden ser representadas como fuentes generación de sedimentos. De este modo, la
dispersión de la pluma debido a la interacción con las corrientes de marea y la planificación de las
operaciones de vertido pueden predecirse con una semana de anticipación.
En el pasado, se han venido aplicando modelos numéricos a gran escala, cubriendo importantes áreas
alrededor de la zona de obras que pudiesen verse potencialmente afectadas por los trabajos
desarrollados. La aparición de pérdidas por rebose en las dragas de succión en marcha (DSM) es un
de los elementos que genera mayores vertidos durante las operaciones de dragado. Hasta ahora, la
distribución en entornos cercanos de los sedimentos procedentes del rebose se determinaba utilizando
leyes y aproximaciones de carácter general.
En este trabajo se ha llevado a cabo un esfuerzo para mejorar la precisión del comportamiento de las
plumas de dragado, utilizando modelos computacionales de precisión de mecánica de fluidos para
simular el flujo de la mezcla agua-terreno-aire en las inmediaciones del casco del buque y su interacción
con las hélices del mismo. Estas simulaciones de detalle tienen diversas ventajas, tales como la
evaluación de los reboses y la visualización de la distribución tridimensional de los sedimentos
alrededor de la draga, pudiendo ser utilizadas como elementos de predicción en el comportamiento de
las plumas de dragado. En el trabajo que se presenta en este artículo, los resultados de los modelos
computaciones se han utilizado para desarrollar un modelo parametrizado, significativamente más
rápido y preciso comparado con la anterior generación de modelos.
El acoplamiento entre esta nueva generación de modelos de proximidad con los modelos de flujo a
gran escala generará un incremento en la precisión de la previsión de las condiciones de turbidez. De
este modo, el uso de modelos de previsión para las operaciones de dragado y vertido se podrá
optimizar, garantizando el cumplimiento de los niveles de turbidez que vengan impuestos por criterios
medioambientales.
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1 Introduction
When a ship is under way in shallow calm water, it experiences a downward sinkage and dynamic trim
change, which are collectively called ‘squat’. This is a Bernoulli effect, whereby the free surface drops
as water is accelerated along the sides of the ship. The ship then sinks hydrostatically into its own wave
trough, bringing it closer to the seabed. Squat has been a significant contributing factor in several
grounding incidents [Nautical Institute, 2015].
The recent PIANC guidelines for harbour approach channels [PIANC, 2014] contain information on
suitable squat allowances for different types of ships and channels. The methods are semi-empirical,
and several [Hooft, 1974 ; Huuska, 1976 ; ICORELS, 1980 ; Millward, 1992] are based on the slenderbody analysis of Tuck (1966) for ships in shallow open water. According to that theory, the midship, bow,
and stern sinkage may be written

S mid  C s_mid

Fh

2
LPP 1  Fh 2

(1)

S bow  C s_bow

Fh

2
LPP 1  Fh 2

(2)

2

2
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Fh

2
LPP 1  Fh 2
2

S stern  C s_stern

(3)

where Fh is the depth-based Froude number:

Fh 

U
gh

(4)

Here U is the ship speed, h is the water depth, and g is the gravitational acceleration.  is the ship’s
displaced volume and LPP is the ship’s length between perpendiculars.
In open water, the sinkage coefficients Cs_mid, Cs_bow, and Cs_stern are predicted to be constant for each
ship, irrespective of the ship speed or water depth. The sinkage coefficients should also be independent
of scale. For a rigid hull, as is normally assumed,

C s _ mid 

(C s _ bow  C s _ stern )

(5)

2

Equations (1), (2), and (3) suggest a semi-empirical method to predict ship sinkage. That is, perform
model testing to calculate the sinkage coefficients experimentally, then apply these same empirical
coefficients to predict sinkage for full-scale ships.
A problem with the semi-empirical approach is that model tests are necessarily performed in a finitewidth tank, for which the sinkage coefficients are not constant, but also depend on the tank width, water
depth, and ship speed. The linear finite-width theory of Tuck (1967) suggests that sinkage will increase
as the channel width decreases. In addition, nonlinear effects become increasingly important as the
channel width decreases. These effects mean that sinkage coefficients are found not to be constant for
each ship. As an example, the MEGA-JUMBO container ship model [Uliczka et al., 2004] was found to
have midship sinkage coefficients ranging from 1.40 - 1.76 in the widest channel configuration tested,
and 2.02 - 2.20 in the narrowest channel configuration tested [Gourlay et al., 2015a].
Why not use smaller-scale models in shallow-water model tests, to minimize the tank width effect? This
approach was taken by Graff et al. (1964) who used 6m models for deep-water tests and 3-m models
for shallow-water tests. Unfortunately, using small models increases the viscous scale effect, which is
important for dynamic trim. Therefore, choosing the model scale is a compromise between minimising
tank width effect and minimising scale effect. Needless to say, wide tanks, such as the 10-m wide
Duisburg tank, are highly sought-after for shallow-water tests.
Some authors have tried to capture the dependence on channel width through empirical corrections to
the sinkage coefficients [PIANC, 2014]. While this might work well for the ship models and channels
used to develop the correction, the physics might not be adequately captured to be able to apply these
methods to a wide range of ships.
We would recommend that complete numerical simulations be performed for ships in channels. For
moderate-width channels, the linear slender-body theory of Tuck (1967) may be used; for narrow
channels, the nonlinear Rankine-source method [von Graefe, 2014] may be used; for very narrow
channels, the nonlinear hydraulic theory of Gourlay (1999) may be used. RANS methods are also
becoming increasingly common for modelling ship sinkage and trim, especially in confined waterways
[Mucha et al., 2014].
Here, we concentrate on waterways with minimal transverse restriction, such as open waterways or
dredged channels, which are common for port approach channels on the Australian continental shelf.
For these types of waterways, we develop sinkage coefficients that may be used for under-keel
clearance management. The coefficients are calculated using the slender-body theory of Tuck (1966)
for open water, Tuck (1967) for canals, and Beck et al. (1975) for dredged channels. The methods are
implemented in the computer code ‘ShallowFlow’ developed at the Centre for Marine Science and
Technology, Curtin University [Gourlay, 2014]. For wide channels, slender-body theory has been shown
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to give good results for container ships at model scale [Gourlay et al., 2015a], container ships at full
scale [Gourlay, 2008a], bulk carriers and tankers at model scale [Gourlay, 2006 ; Gourlay et al., 2016],
and bulk carriers and tankers at full scale [Gourlay, 2008b ; Ha et al., 2016].

2 Cargo Ship Types and Representative Ship Models
While line plans for merchant cargo ships are generally confidential, many ship hull forms for research
objectives have been developed over the years. Here, 12 published representative ship models have
been chosen for analysis. These fall into the categories of container ships, bulk carriers, oil tankers, or
membrane LNG carriers. Oil tankers and bulk carriers are grouped together due to parallels in hull shape
between them.
Ships carrying different types of cargo have evolved to have different hull shapes. Shipping containers
are fairly low density and need to be transported quickly, so container ships tend to have low block
coefficient, to maximize waterplane area for their displacement and give an efficient hull shape. Bulk
carriers and tankers have high-density cargo with less requirement for speed, so the hull shapes tend
to have high block coefficient, to maximise deadweight capacity at the expense of hull efficiency.
Membrane LNG carriers are generally in between container ships and tankers in terms of hull shape
and block coefficient, but have shallower draught because of their low-density cargo.
In this paper, we shall be focussing only on container ships, bulk carriers, oil tankers, and membrane
LNG carriers, which are the hull types we shall be analysing. Therefore, these results are not directly
applicable to other cargo ship types, such as Ro-Ro vessels, car carriers, livestock carriers, Moss LNG
carriers, LPG carriers, and warships.
The container ships modelled are:







‘Duisburg Test Case’ (‘DTC’, 355m LPP), designed by the University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
in 2012, representative of a 14,000 TEU Post-Panamax container ship [El Moctar et al., 2012]
‘KRISO Container Ship’ (‘KCS’, 230m LPP), designed by Korean Research Institute Ships and Ocean
Engineering (KRISO) in 1997, representative of a 3,600 TEU Panamax container ship [Lee et al.,
2003]
‘JUMBO’ (320m LPP), designed by SVA Potsdam, Germany in 1995, representative of a 5,500 TEU
Post-Panamax container ship [Uliczka et al., 2004]
‘MEGA-JUMBO’ (360m LPP), designed by VWS Berlin, Germany in 2001, the design ship for the
Jade Weser port in Germany, representative of a 12,000 TEU Post-Panamax container ship [Uliczka
et al., 2004]
‘FHR Ship D’ (291.13m LPP), designed by Flanders Hydraulics Research and Ghent University,
Belgium in 1996-2000, representative of a Post-Panamax container ship [Gourlay et al., 2015b ;
Vantorre and Journée, 2003]
‘FHR Ship F’ (190m LPP), designed by Flanders Hydraulics Research and Ghent University, Belgium
in 1996-2000, representative of a Panamax container ship [Gourlay et al., 2015b ; Vantorre and
Journée, 2003]

The oil tankers modelled are:



‘KRISO Very Large Crude Oil Carrier’ (‘KVLCC’, 320m LPP), designed by Korean Research Institute
Ships and Ocean Engineering (KRISO) in 1997, representative of a 300,000 DWT oil tanker
(Larsson et al., 2003 ; Van et al., 1998]
‘KRISO Very Large Crude Oil Carrier 2’ (‘KVLCC2’, 320m LPP), designed by Korean Research
Institute Ships and Ocean Engineering (KRISO) in 1997, representative of a 300,000 DWT oil
tanker, the second version of the KVLCC with more U-shaped stern frame-lines [Larsson et al., 2003
; Van et al., 1998]

The bulk carriers modelled are:


‘Japan 1704B standard series’ (6m model LPP), designed by National Maritime Research Institute
(NMRI, former Ship Research Institute of Japan), representative of a Panamax bulk carrier [Yokoo,
1966]
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‘Japan Bulk Carrier’ (‘JBC’, 280m LPP), designed by National Maritime Research Institute (NMRI,
former Ship Research Institute of Japan), Yokohama National University, and Ship Building
Research Centre of Japan, representative of a Post-Panamax bulk carrier [NMRI, 2015]
‘FHR Ship G’ (180m LPP), designed by Flanders Hydraulics Research and Ghent University, Belgium
in 1996-2000, representative of a Panamax bulk carrier [Gourlay et al., 2015b ; Vantorre and
Journée, 2003]

The membrane LNG carrier modelled is:


‘KRISO Liquefied Natural Gas Carrier’ (‘KLNG’, 266m LPP), designed by Korean Research Institute
Ships and Ocean Engineering (KRISO) in 2003, representative of a 138,000 m 3 membrane LNG
carrier [Van et al., 2003, 2006]

In this paper, hull shapes of the above 12 ships have been developed from supplied IGES files and the
published lines plans using Rhino, AutoCAD, and Maxsurf Modeler. Calculated details of the modelled
vessels are given in Table 1 and Table 2. Note that some of the particulars have been calculated from
the modelled vessels and are approximate. Longitudinal centre of buoyancy (LCB) and longitudinal
centre of floatation (LCF) are given as % of LPP forward of aft perpendicular (AP). Block coefficient is the
ratio of displacement to (LPP.Beam.Draught). Dimensions of the Japan 1704B are at model scale, as no
full-scale dimensions were specified.
Container ships
Particulars
DTC

KCS

JUMBO

MEGAJUMBO

FHR
Ship D

FHR
Ship F

LPP (m)

355.00

230.00

320.00

360.00

291.13

190.00

Beam (m)

51.00

32.20

40.00

55.00

40.25

32.00

Draught (m)

14.50

10.80

14.50

16.00

15.00

11.60

Block coefficient (-)

0.660

0.650

0.721

0.681

0.604

0.600

173,337

52,013

133,901

215,775

106,226

42,338

Max. section area (m )

730.02

342.42

564.22

867.53

593.13

365.02

LCB (%)

49.04

48.52

49.30

49.97

47.05

47.74

LCF (%)

45.38

44.33

45.84

49.12

44.54

45.43

3

Displacement (m )
2

Table 1: Details of the container ships used for numerical calculations
Oil tankers

LNG
Carrier

Bulk carriers
FHR

Particulars
KVLCC1

KVLCC2

Japan 1704B

JBC

KLNG
Ship G

LPP (m)

320.00

320.00

6.00

280.00

180.00

266.00

Beam (m)

58.00

58.00

0.923

45.00

33.00

42.60

Draught (m)

20.80

20.80

0.334

16.50

11.60

11.30

Block coefficient (-)

0.810

0.810

0.801

0.858

0.839

0.749

Displacement (m3)

312,738

312,622

1.482

178,370

57,806

95,940

Max. section area (m2)

1,203.80

1,203.80

0.306

741.11

381.69

473.53

LCB (%)

53.48

53.52

54.93

52.53

53.36

49.97

LCF (%)

49.75

50.02

52.16

49.30

51.09

47.65

Table 2: Details of the oil tankers, bulk carriers, and LNG carrier used for numerical calculations

We can see that there are significant differences in hydrostatic characteristics between the hulls. Block
coefficient ranges between 0.60 and 0.72 for the container ships, 0.80 and 0.86 for the oil tankers/bulk
carriers, and 0.75 for the LNG carrier. Longitudinal centre of buoyancy (LCB) ranges from 47.05 % to
49.97 % for the container ships; from 52.53 % to 54.93 % for the oil tankers/bulk carriers; and 49.97 %
for the LNG carrier. Longitudinal centre of floatation (LCF) is aft of the LCB by on average 2.8 %, 3.0 %,
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and 2.3 % of LPP for the container ships, oil tankers/bulk carriers, and LNG carrier respectively. By
looking at these, we see that each ship hull exhibits typical features of their ship type. Slower full-form
ships such as tankers or bulk carriers, for example, tend to have their LCB well forward of amidships,
while fine-form ships such as container ships and LNG carriers have their LCB slightly aft of amidships
[PIANC, 2014].
Comparative body plans of the ships are shown in Error! Reference source not found.Fig 4. These body plans illustrate 50 evenly-spaced stations from the transom to the front of the bulb.
The body plan of the Japan 1704B has a different scale to the others.

DTC

DTC

Bow

Stern

KCS

KCS

Bow

Stern

JUMBO

JUMBO

Bow

Stern

MEGA-JUMBO

MEGA-JUMBO

Bow

Stern
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FHR Ship D

FHR Ship D

Bow

Stern

FHR Ship F

FHR Ship F

Bow

Stern

Figure 1: Body plans and rendered views of the container ships

KVLCC1

KVLCC 1

Bow

Stern

KVLCC2

KVLCC 2

Bow

Stern

Figure 2: Body plans and rendered views of the oil tankers
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Japan 1704B

Japan 1704B

Bow

Stern

JBC

JBC

Bow

Stern

FHR Ship G

FHR Ship G

Bow

Stern

Figure 3: Body plans and rendered views of the bulk carriers

KLNG

KLNG

Bow

Stern

Figure 4: Body plan and rendered views of the LNG carrier

We can see that there are significant differences in hull shape between the different ship types.
Distinctive characteristics in hull shape for the container ships are: a pronounced bow bulb; a wide and
nearly flat-bottomed transom stern; and aft sections that are close to horizontal at the waterline. For the
oil tankers and bulk carriers, the forward sections are almost vertical, and aft sections are not far from
vertical, at the waterline. The oil tankers and bulk carriers have smaller transoms and sharper bow bulbs
than the container ships. The KLNG is generally in between the container ships and the oil tankers with
regard to hull shape.
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In addition, Error! Reference source not found.Fig 4 show the bow, stern, profile, bottom, and perspective views of the modelled ships, emphasizing
each ship type’s features in hull shape. We see that the container ship hulls have streamlined forward
and aft sections, whereas the hulls of the oil tankers and bulk carriers are very-block with a long parallel
midbody. The KLNG hull has a long parallel midbody and streamlined forward and aft sections.

3 Open-Water Sinkage Coefficients
We shall now calculate open-water sinkage coefficients for all of the hulls using the slender-body theory
of Tuck (1966). The theoretical sinkage coefficient for each ship type, as calculated using equation (1),
(2), and (3), is shown in Table 3.
Sinkage Coefficient (Cs )
Ship Hulls

Draught (m)
Bow
(Cs_bow)

Midship
(Cs_mid)

Stern
(Cs_stern)

13.0

1.460

1.342

1.245

(-)

14.0

1.590

1.272

1.010

(-)

14.5

1.647

1.242

0.908

(-)

10.0

1.643

1.371

1.144

(-)

10.8

1.830

1.273

0.806

(-)

JUMBO

14.5

1.721

1.174

0.633

(-)

MEGA-JUMBO

16.0

1.260

1.400

1.523

(+)

FHR Ship D

15.0

1.495

1.278

1.065

(-)

FHR Ship F

11.6

1.409

1.361

1.314

(-)

-

1.26 - 1.83

1.17 - 1.40

0.63 - 1.52

KVLCC 1

20.8

2.035

1.198

0.371

(-)

KVLCC 2

20.8

2.018

1.204

0.400

(-)

Japan 1704B

0.33

1.906

1.277

0.649

(-)

JBC

16.5

1.946

1.236

0.536

(-)

FHR Ship G

11.6

1.939

1.255

0.586

(-)

-

1.90 - 2.03

1.20 - 1.27

0.37 - 0.65

11.3

1.611

1.410

1.211

DTC

KCS

Container
Ships

Overall
Oil Tankers
Bulk
Carriers
Overall
LNG Carrier

Trim (+,
stern
down)

KLNG

(-)

Table 3: Calculated bow, stern and midship sinkage coefficients for open water

We see that hull shape is critical for these results. The bow sinkage coefficient for the group of the oil
tankers and bulk carriers, which ranges between 1.90 and 2.03, on average, is 26 % larger than that of
the container ships, and 22 % larger than the LNG carrier’s value. The midship sinkage coefficient
ranges from 1.17 for the JUMBO of the container ship type through to 1.41 for the KLNG. In considering
the difference between Cs_bow and Cs_stern for the ships, dynamic trim for the container ships is generally
quite small, but some trim quite strongly bow-down. Similar results were found in full-scale
measurements on 16 container ships in Hong Kong [Gourlay and Klaka, 2007].
Theoretically, the sinkage coefficient in open water is constant for each ship, regardless of the ship
speed or water depth, but does depend on hull shape. Therefore, we offer a guideline based on Table 3
for making a choice of the sinkage coefficient corresponding to different ship types. These recommended
sinkage coefficients are shown in Table 4.
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Sinkage Coefficient (Cs )
Ship Types
Bow (Cs_bow)

Stern (Cs_stern)

Max (Cs_max)

Container Ships

1.3 - 1.8

0.6 - 1.5

1.8

Oil Tankers & Bulk Carriers

1.9 - 2.0

0.4 - 0.7

2.0

LNG Carriers

1.6

1.2

1.6

Table 4: Recommended sinkage coefficients with respect to ship types in open water

4 Limitations on Using the Sinkage Coefficients for Different
Bathymetries
If we wish to put limitations on using the sinkage coefficients, we can compare how the sinkage
coefficient is changing with channel dimensions. We consider three idealised types of approach channel,
as defined in PIANC (2014), and shown in Figure 5.

Unrestricted Channel

Canal

Restricted Channel

h

h

h
hT

W

W
Slope n = run/rise

Slope n = run/rise

Figure 5: Channel configurations: unrestricted (open-water), restricted (dredged) and canal

Figure 6 illustrates relevant parameters for calculating sinkage coefficients of the ship travelling at 12
knots in the dredged channel. A 4H: 1V slope that is typical of channels dredged through surficial sandy
seabeds in Western Australia is applied to both the dredged channel and canal configurations [Gourlay,
2013]. The depth in the channel (including tide) and canal is set for shallow water condition of h/T = 1.2
[Jachowski, 2008 ; Vantorre, 2003] with varying trench depth (hT) for the dredged channel. According to
the theory, the channel width is modelled as a step depth change from channel depth (h) to outer water
depth (hO) at half-way along the slope on each side of the channel.

hO

Draught (T)

h
1

hT
Channel Width (0.5LPP~2.0LPP )

4

Wch

Figure 6: Channel configuration modelled and important parameters
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The effect of different bathymetries such as channel width (to the toe of slope) and trench depth (hT),
ranging from hT / h of 0.1 to 0.5, is shown in Figure 7. The results plotted are the ratio of Cs_max to Cs in
open water.
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Figure 7: Effect of transverse bathymetry on predicted sinkage coefficient

We see in these results that the channel and canal sinkage coefficients are all larger than the openwater value, by an amount that depends on the channel bathymetry. For the most restricted case in the
dredged channels (W / LPP = 0.5, hT / h =0.5), the maximum sinkage coefficient for the container ships
is on average 19 % larger than in open water, while that for the oil tankers and bulk carriers, and KLNG
are on average 13 % and 21 % larger than the open-water value respectively. The difference between
ship types is mainly because the transverse restriction increases the midship sinkage, but not the
dynamic trim [Gourlay et al., 2015a].
Figure 7 may be used to determine whether a particular ship and channel configuration may be classed
as open water, or whether a specific narrow-channel analysis is required. For example, we may say that
if the channel sinkage coefficient is within 5 % of the open-water value, it is acceptable to use openwater theory. Table 5 shows this assessment for example port approach channels in Western Australia.
Note that the calculations have been done at Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT).
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Fremantle
(Deep Water Channel)

Geraldton

Barrow Island

Dredged channel
(chart AUS112)

Dredged channel
(chart AUS81)

Dredged channel
(chart AUS66)

Channel width (w)

300 m

180 m

260 m

Dredged depth (h)

16.4 m

14.0 m

13.5 m

Approximate
trench depth (hT)

1.1 m

3.0 m

6.0 m

hT / h

0.07

0.21

0.44

Example ship

Post-Panamax
container ship

Panamax
iron ore carrier

KLNG membrane
LNG carrier

LPP

260 m

215 m

266 m

w / LPP

1.15

0.84

0.98

Maximum sinkage
coefficient – variation
from open-water value

~1 %

~3 %

~8 %

Port approach channel

Table 5: Variation from open-water conditions, for example ships and channels in Western Australia

Table 5 shows that the Fremantle and Geraldton channels may be classed as open water for predicting
ship sinkage and trim, while a specific narrow-channel analysis would be recommended for the Barrow
Island channel.
The sinkage coefficient for the canal is considerably higher than that for open-water as presented in
Figure 7. However, when the canal width is equal to or greater than three times the L PP, we see that
canal effects are minimal, as the Tuck (1967) results are within 5 % of the open water [Tuck, 1966]
results.

5 Conclusions
For under-keel clearance management, sinkage coefficients have been developed for use in open
waterways or dredged channels. The ships considered here for calculating the sinkage coefficients are
of a broad range of ships: the DTC, KCS, JUMBO, MEGA-JUMBO, FHR Ship D, and FHR Ship F for
container ships; the KVLCC1 and KVLCC2 for oil tankers; the Japan 1704B, JBC, and FHR Ship G for
bulk carriers; and the KLNG for membrane LNG carriers. The following conclusions are drawn from the
study:





The sinkage coefficient in open water varies from ship hull to ship hull, but distinguishing
characteristics depending on ship type are observed
Guidelines are suggested corresponding with three categories: container ships; oil tankers/bulk
carriers; and LNG carriers
Changes in outer water depth, or trench depth, of dredged channels substantially affect ship sinkage
Blockage effects on the ships are found to be significant in canals
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we develop sinkage coefficients for ships in shallow open water, or harbour approach
channels with minimal transverse restriction. These sinkage coefficients may be used for under-keel
clearance management by ports, pilots, and deck officers. The coefficients are calculated using slenderbody shallow-water theory applied to 12 published hull forms. Results are condensed into sinkage
coefficient ranges for container ships, oil tankers, bulk carriers, and membrane LNG carriers. Limitations
on use of the coefficients are suggested, based on ship and navigation channel dimensions. Examples
are given for container ships, bulk carriers, and LNG carriers in Australian ports.

RESUME
Dans cet article, nous développons les coefficients d’enfoncement en eaux peu profondes ouvertes, ou
dans les chenaux d’approches avec des restrictions transversales minimales. Ces coefficients peuvent
être utilisés pour la gestion du clair sous quille par les ports, les pilotes et les officiers de pont. Les
coefficients sont calculés en utilisant la théorie des corps minces en eaux peu profondes appliquée aux
12 formes de coque publiées. Les résultats sont inclus dans des gammes de coefficients d’enfoncement
pour les porte-conteneurs, les pétroliers, les vraquiers, les méthaniers à membrane. Les limites
d’utilisation de ces coefficients sont suggérées sur la base des dimensions des navires et des chenaux.
Des exemples sont donnés pour les porte-conteneurs, les vraquiers, les méthaniers dans les ports
australiens.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In diesem Artikel werden Einsinkungs-Koeffizienten für Schiffe in flachem, offenem Wasser oder in
Hafenzufahrten mit minimaler Querbeschränkung beschrieben. Diese Einsinkungs-Koeffizienten
können für das Management der Kielfreiheit durch Häfen, Piloten und Deckoffiziere verwendet werden.
Die Koeffizienten werden mit Hilfe von schmalen Körpern und der Flachwassertheorie für 12 bekannte
Rumpfformen berechnet. Die Ergebnisse werden in Einsinkungs-Koeffizienten-Kategorien für
Containerschiffe, Öltanker, Massengutfrachter und Membran-LNG-Frachter zusammengefasst. Auf der
Basis der Abmessungen der Schiffe und der Fahrrinne werden Einschränkungen für die Anwendung der
Koeffizienten vorgeschlagen. Beispiele für Containerschiffe, Massengutfrachter und LNG-Frachter in
australischen Häfen werden gegeben.

RESUMEN
En este trabajo se desarrolla el cálculo de coeficientes de hundimiento a popa para buques operando
en aguas someras abiertas o en canales de aproximación a puertos, con mínimas restricciones en el
sentido transversal. Estos coeficientes de hundimiento se pueden utilizar para la gestión de resguardos
bajo quilla por parte del personal de los puertos, prácticos o personal del puente. Los coeficientes se
han calculado como un sólido esbelto situado en aguas someras, utilizando 12 referencias disponibles
para distintos tipos de cascos. Los resultados se condensan en rangos de variación de los coeficientes
dependiendo de si se trata de portacontenedores, buques tanque, graneleros o gaseros tipo membrana.
Se sugieren limitaciones para el uso de estos coeficientes, derivados del tipo de buque y de las
dimensiones del canal de navegación. Se muestran ejemplos de uso para portacontenedores,
graneleros y gaseros en puertos australianos.
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1 Introduction
Pile-supported structures commonly found in a coastal or offshore environment are generally built by
means of a group of piles in different arrangements. In the offshore environment, these structures are
used for offshore oil and gas platforms (Figure 1b). In the coastal environment, they are widely used in
marine transportation systems, for instance for the construction of sea bridges, piers and jetties (Figure
1b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Pile group-supported a) offshore platform b) coastal structure
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Unlike single isolated piles, where a large number of studies are available together with the well-known
Morison (1950) formula, which is still widely applied for the calculation of wave-induced force, less
research studies have been made on wave-pile group interactions. In the current guidelines and
standards for the design of offshore and coastal structures, no reliable wave load formula is yet available
for the prediction of wave-induced forces on a slender pile within a pile group of different arrangements.
To the author’s knowledge, only very limited information might be found in the international standard
designs of offshore structures. For instance, in DNV (2010) it is recommended that the group effect may
be taken into account in the case of multiple piles without providing any further information or formula
and reports that the piles in the group should be treated individually if no adequate documentation for
the specific case is available. For the design of closely-spaced conductors where SG/D≤ 3, API (2007)
recommends applying a reduction factor named Conductor Shielding Factor to the drag and inertia
coefficients for the conductor array. The recommended shieling factor is only dependent on the relative
spacing (SG/D) and influence of the wave condition is not considered. Furthermore, no recommendation
is given for the cases in which the existence of neighbouring cylinders may amplify the resulting wave
force. Wave loads on pile groups are not also addressed in the handbook of offshore engineering by
Chakrabarti (2005). Therefore, the correct prediction of the wave loading of closely-spaced piles of these
structures is vital for both safety and economical viewpoints.
The available experimental studies have contributed to enhance the knowledge about the interaction
between waves and pile groups [Chakrabarti, 1979 ; Li et al., 1993 ; Mindao et al., 1987 ; Sparboom
and Oumeraci, 2006 and etc.]. Nevertheless, several weaknesses still remain which should be
overcome to achieve a reliable prediction of wave-induced forces on slender piles within pile groups
and, consequently, a safe design of pile-supported marine structures. Therefore, the main objectives of
this study are (i) the generation of a knowledge base for a better understanding of the physical processes
involved in the interaction of waves and pile groups considering the effects of the most relevant
influencing parameters which include different hydrodynamic and structural conditions, and (ii) the
development of more physically-based and more generic formulae for the prediction of wave loads on a
slender pile within a pile group as a function of the most influencing hydrodynamic and structural
parameters.
This paper is outlined as follows: the laboratory data are described in Section 2. Next, the hybrid M5MTGP model is introduced. In Section 4, the implementation of the hybrid M5MT-GP model for the analysis
of the laboratory data as well as for the development of prediction formulae are provided and the
obtained results are discussed. Finally, the summary of the key results and concluding remarks are
drawn in Section 5.

2 Laboratory Experiments (LWI Tests)
A large number of small scale laboratory tests were carried out in the LWI wave flume, called hereafter
LWI tests. The cross section of the model set-up is exemplarily drawn for the case of side by side
arrangement in Figure 2. As seen, in addition to the pile group, an isolated single pile was also placed
far from the pile group as a reference pile. As depicted in Figure 2, force and moment transducers were
placed on the top of the 5 cm diameter piles to measure the total wave force and moment on the
instrumented pile. In addition, local wave forces on short pile segments were also measured by the socalled ring transducers. These three ring transducers were located at the elevations 0.14, 0.30 and 0.46
m below still water level (SWL). In other words, for each test, the local force on the small (4 cm) sections
which is hereafter called line force was simultaneously measured at three different relative elevations of
the water column (z/h = 0.78, 0.53 and 0.28). An Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) was installed far
from the pile group to measure the undisturbed horizontal wave-induced flow velocity at the elevations
of the ring transducers.
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Figure 2: Model set-up of LWI tests, exemplarily for a pile group with side by side arrangement;
a) cross section;
b) snapshot: test with regular non-breaking wave

Different pile arrangements including single, side by side, tandem, 2×2 and staggered arrangements
were performed and relative spacing SG/D was varied from 0.5 to 5.0 as illustrated in Figure 3. Regular
non-breaking waves with 24 different combinations of wave heights and periods were tested to cover a
broad range of hydrodynamic conditions. Wave steepness varies from 0.008 to 0.073 which was the
maximum possible wave steepness without having incipient breaking. Relative water depth h/L varies
from 0.042 to 0.64 meaning that deep, transition and shallow water conditions were considered. The KC
number changes from 1.1 where the inertia regime dominates to 88 where the drag regime dominates.
Reynolds number varies from Re=0.34×104 to Re=3.68×104 indicating that the LWI model is located in
the subcritical zone. The details of the model set-up, measuring technics and test programme are
provided in Bonakdar (2014) and Bonakdar and Oumeraci (2015).
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Figure 3: Pile group configurations performed in the LWI wave flume tests for non-breaking waves

3 Data Analysis Methodology
The most common method for empirical model development is the regression analysis. In the process
of traditional regression analysis (e.g. simple linear, polynomial, etc.), the functional relationship
between output and input parameters (variables) is pre-defined, and the goal is only to determine a set
of empirical coefficients of the input parameters. For complex and unknown systems, however, a
predefined functional structure may not result in an accurate model. Therefore, an artificial intelligence
(AI)-based which is a combination of M5 model tree (M5MT) and genetic programming (GP) named
hybrid M5MT-GP model was implemented for the analysis of the laboratory tests.

3.1

M5 Model Tree (M5MT)

The M5 model tree (M5MT) was introduced by Quinlan (1992) and represents one of the most recent
computational tools for data analysis which can be applied for prediction purposes. The concept of the
model tree approach is based on dividing complex problems into smaller sub-problems and solving each
sub-problem. More detailed information about the M5MT is given by Wang and Witten (1997). While the
traditional regression method fits a single function to the whole data set, M5 model tree splits the data
points into homogeneous sub-sets (leaves) and fit a linear function for each sub-set (leaf). Sorting the
whole data point into homogeneous sub-sets can result in a more accurate model which cannot be
achieved by a common regression method. The major limitation of this method is that it can provide only
a linear relationship between input and output parameters at each leaf, while the relationships between
the output and input parameters are not necessarily linear.

3.2

Genetic Programming (GP)

Genetic Programming (GP) is an evolutionary symbolic regression method where, unlike traditional
regression methods, the functional structure between output and input parameters is not pre-defined
and is a result of the search process. GP was firstly introduced by Koza (1992) as a powerful tool for
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solving complex problem and provides a formula also called a computer programme is generated as the
solution of the given problem. GP creates an initial population of functional forms from user-specified
building blocks stored as function set, which consists of basic mathematical operators (e.g. addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, log, etc.) and constants, and the so-called terminal set which
consists of independent variables (input parameters) and constants. These building blocks can consist
of a range of operators, including addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, etc. Using a tree-based
representation, the genotype is arranged such that the top and middle of the tree is created from
members of the function set, and the leaves consist of members of the terminal set. Once the initial
population has been created, the so-called reproduction, mutation and crossover are used to generate
offspring. The best offspring (equation) resulting from this process is the solution of the problem. More
detailed information about the GP might be found in Koza (1992).

3.3

Hybrid M5MT-GP Model

Considering the strengths and limitations of the M5MT and GP and making use of their respective
strengths, a one-way coupling of M5MT and GP was considered for the development of wave load
formulae. By this way, all data sets obtained from laboratory experiments are firstly classified in different
classes based on the criteria of M5 model tree algorithm and then GP is applied to the classified data.
The overview of the procedure of data analysis and the development of prediction formulae for the wave
load using the hybrid M5MT-GP model is drawn in Figure 4. The details of the Hybrid M5MT-GP model
are provided in Bonakdar (2014) and Bonakdar et al. (2015).

Step 1

Classification Process
Laboratory data obtained from small scale (LWI)
model tests
Applying

Non-dimensional wave and structural parameters

One-way coupling

M5 Model Tree (M5MT)

Step 2

Classified data into homogeneous subsets using
M5MT

Prediction Process (Development of Wave Load Formulae)
Applying

Genetic Programming (GP)

Classified data based on the criteria of M5MT

Wave load formulae as a function of the most
significant wave and structural parameters

Figure 4: Overview of one-way coupled M5MT-GP modelling for data analysis and the development of new
prediction wave load formulae
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4 Development of Wave Load Formulae Using Hybrid M5MT-GP
Model
4.1

Data Classification Using M5MT

Before classifying the data using M5MT, a comprehensive analysis on the effect of non-dimensional
wave parameters including KC number, Reynolds number Re, relative water depth h/L and wave
steepness H/L on pile group effect KG was made by Bonakdar 2014. The latter represents the relative
wave force ratio (KG=fGroup/fSingle) where fGroup is the maximum line force on a slender pile within a pile
group in different arrangements and fSingle is the maximum line force on an isolated single pile. Among
all these parameters, KC number was identified as the most suitable parameter to describe the effect of
wave conditions on pile group interaction. It was stated that pile group effect KG related to KC number
is more appropriate than that related to other non-dimensional wave parameters. In addition, KC number
is a function of both wave period and flow velocity which make it an appropriate parameter for describing
wave-induced flow conditions. Therefore, KC number was favoured as a parameter describing the flow
regime for the development of wave load formulae. From the structural point of view, pile group
arrangement and relative spacing parameter SG/D are the most significant parameters affecting the
resulting wave load on a slender pile within other neighbouring piles. Overall, it can be stated that:

KG 

fGroup
f Single

S


 f  KC , G , Pile group arrangement 
D



(1)

Different pile group arrangements including side by side, tandem, staggered and 2×2 were individually
analysed by M5MT. Pile group effect KG was set as the output while KC number and relative spacing
SG/D were set as the inputs of the model representing the most relevant influencing hydrodynamic and
structural parameter, respectively.
4.1.1

Side By Side Arrangement

Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between pile group effect KG and KC number for side by side
arrangement as well as the developed tree showing splitting parameters and the corresponding splitting
values at nodes and leaves (sub-sets), where data points are finally classified. The classified sub-sets
are also demonstrated by manually drawn dash lines. As seen, M5MT classified all data into 5 different
sub-sets based on different combinations of KC number and relative spacing SG/D. The first splitting
parameter located at the root of the inverse tree is relative spacing SG/D and its splitting value is 1.5. As
discussed by Bhattacharya et al. (2007), the splitting value does not necessarily have any physical
interpretation and is obtained by minimizing the prediction error. However, this value distinguishes the
so-called ‘closely-spaced piles’ (SG/D≤1.5) where a greater pile group interaction is expected from
‘largely-spaced piles’ (SG/D>1.5) where less interaction of piles occurs due to larger gaps between piles.
For the configurations with SG/D≤1.5, where the piles are closely spaced next to each other in an array,
KC number becomes important. As seen on the left-hand side of the tree shown in Figure 5, data points
with SG/D≤1.5 were grouped by KC number with the splitting value of 13. As shown by the dash-line,
this is almost the value at which maximum amplification of wave load on the closely-spaced piles in side
by side arrangement occurs. Data with SG/D≤1.5 and KC>13 was classified only in one group (sub-set
3 in Figure 5). For data with SG/D≤1.5 and KC<13, another categorization is made by KC number as
shown on the down-left hand side of the tree. The values that came down from the root through the
branch to this node, were classified into two other group at KC=6. Pile group effect KG is almost constant
when KC is smaller than 6 (inertia dominated regime, sub-set 1) and shows different behaviour for the
cases with KC>6 (sub-set 2 in Figure 5).
For the configurations with SG/D>1.5, data points were sorted into two groups according to relative
spacing parameter SG/D with a splitting value of 2. As seen in Figure 5, KG values are more or less the
same for the whole range of KC values, meaning that pile group interaction is not dependent on the
hydrodynamic conditions for SG/D>1.5. The data associated with each leaf will be considered for the
development of prediction formulae using GP as M5MT can only generate a linear relationship between
output and input parameters.
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Figure 5: Developed M5MT model for side by side arrangement and relationship between pile group effect
KG and KC number for different SG/D

4.1.2

Tandem Arrangement

In total, 136 data were classified by M5MT for this arrangement. As seen in Figure 6, the developed tree
is very simple and has only one root (node) and two leaves. All 136 data points were sorted into two
groups based on SG/D with a splitting value of 3. This is also demonstrated by the manually drawn dashline splitting data with SG/D≤3 from the rest of the data. It is apparent from the developed tree that the
data points were not categorised by KC number which was one of the inputs of the model meaning that
M5MT discovered a similar relationship between KG and KC number for different pile configurations with
SG/D≤3 (sub-set 1 in Figure 6). For the configurations with SG/D>3, where piles are fairly far from each
other, data points were sorted into another group (sub-set 2 in Figure 11). In this case KG values are
grouped around KG=1 for all KC values indicating that there is no interaction between piles and each
pile behaves like a single isolated pile (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Developed M5MT model for tandem arrangement and relationship between pile group effect
KG and KC number for different SG/D
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4.1.3

2×2 Arrangement

The relationship between pile group effect KG and KC number for the 2×2 arrangement is shown in
Figure 7. The most interesting indication from Figure 7 is that the pile group interaction of 2×2
arrangement is clearly a combination of both pile group interactions observed in side by side and tandem
arrangement. This means that both wave load amplification seen in side by side (Figure 5) and sheltering
effect observed in tandem arrangement (Figure 6) can be seen in the so called 2×2 arrangement.
The first splitting parameter shown at the root of the inverse tree is relative spacing SG/D and its splitting
value is 1.5. Next, for cases with SG/D>1.5 and SG/D≤1.5, KC number appears as the splitting parameter.
In both nodes, the corresponding splitting value is 6. This means that in both closely-spaced piles
(SG/D≤1.5) and SG/D>1.5 M5MT model found different physical behaviours in the data for KC<6 (subsets 1 and 3 in Figure 7) where the resulting wave load on the pile is primarily dominated by inertia and
KC>6 (sub-sets 2 and 4 in Figure 7) where both inertia and drag forces are important.
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Figure 7: Developed M5MT model for 2×2 arrangement and relationship between pile group effect K G and KC
number for different SG/D

4.1.4

Staggered Arrangement

Six different pile group configurations with relative spacing of SG/D=0.6, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0 and 5.0 were
used for staggered arrangement where the angle between incident waves and the axis of pile groups is
45°. Fig. 8 demonstrates the relationship between pile group effect KG and KC number for staggered
arrangement with different SG/D. As seen, no specific relationship can be seen between pile group effect
KG and KC number for the tested pile configurations with different SG/D values and almost all of the data
points for different wave and structural conditions vary between 0.9 and 1.1. Applied M5MT model did
not classify data points into different sub-sets and only represented a model with only one leaf. In fact,
KG=1 was found as the best fitting line to data points for the downstream pile in staggered arrangement.
This result is not, however, unexpected as the KG values obtained for staggered arrangement (45°) are
between those gained for side by side (90°) and tandem (0°) arrangements.
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Figure 8: Relationship between pile group effect KG and KC number for staggered arrangement

4.1.5

Overall M5MT Model

An overall model can be proposed including all generated models as constituents (Figure 9). As seen,
the complete model, which consists of all models individually developed for each pile group
arrangements, has 12 sub-sets (leaves) named from A to L. The first splitting parameter located at the
root of the inverse tree is relative spacing SG/D and the splitting value is 1.5. The pile group
configurations with SG/D≤1.5 were named ‘closely-spaced piles’ where a greater pile group interaction
is expected. The second splitting criterion of M5MT model is the pile group arrangement at the second
node of the inverse tree based on which an appropriate arrangement is chosen among the four tested
arrangements including side by side, tandem, 2×2 and staggered arrangements. From this node,
depending on the type of pile group arrangement, further splitting parameters including KC number and
relative spacing SG/D might become important and play a role in sorting data. By this way, further
categorisations of a test might be made depending on its specific wave and structural conditions and it
reaches the final node called leaf through the branches.
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Figure 9: Overall M5MT model for different pile group arrangements exposed to non-breaking waves
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4.2

Development of Wave Load Formulae Using GP

After the classification of data into sub-sets performed by means of the M5MT model, the prediction was
made by applying the GP model to the data associated with each leaf. For each pile group arrangement,
like for M5MT, KC number and relative spacing SG/D were used as the inputs of GP models while pile
group effect KG was considered as the output parameter. These parameters were, indeed, the terminal
set of the GP model. For the function set, however, different mathematical operators were tested in
order to optimise the GP model and, consequently, to obtain the best solution (formula). Two main
criteria were considered for selecting the best solution (formula) among a large number of possible
solutions that can be developed by GP. These two main criteria were accuracy and simplicity of the
possible solution. The individual GP models developed and optimised for each type of the pile group
arrangements were brought together to build the overall M5MT-GP model and developed formulae
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Overall M5MT-GP model and developed formulae for different pile group arrangements

This overall model includes (i) M5MT model classifying the entire data sets and (ii) GP-based formulae
developed for the classified data (Eqs. 2-13).
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The proposed M5MT-GP model is quite simple, compact and easy to use. For the purpose of this study,
the first question to be answered is about the value of relative spacing SG/D between the piles, as shown
at the root of the inverse tree. The case will be identified either as ‘closely-spaced pile group’ for
SG/D≤1.5 and ‘largely spaced pile group’ for SG/D>1.5. Next, the pile group arrangement should be
determined, including, side by side, 2×2, tandem and staggered arrangements as drawn at the second
node of the inverse tree. From this stage on and depending on the type of pile group arrangement, KC
number, relative spacing SG/D or both might need to be considered for further classifications. Finally,
M5MT leads to the appropriate leaf (class) based on the related hydrodynamic and structural conditions.
At this step, equation number at the leaf determines which GP-based formula to be applied for the
calculation of pile group effect KG of the instrumented pile within a pile group for the specific case
considered.
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The performance of the developed M5MT-GP-based formulae was quantitatively evaluated using
statistical indicators such as agreement index Ia, correlation coefficient CC, scatter index SI, and Bias
defined as follow:
n

Ia  1 

 (x  y )
i 1

i

( x  x  y  y )
i

CC 

2

i

(14)
2

i

(1/ n)[( xi  x )T ( yi  y )]

(15)

(1/ n)( xi  x ) 2 (1/ n)( yi  y ) 2

SI 

1/ n ( yi  xi ) 2

(16)

x
Bias= y - x

(17)

where xi and yi denote the predicted and the measured values, respectively and n is the number of
measurements (data). x and y are the corresponding mean values of the predicted and measured
parameters. The scatter diagram of the measured and predicted KG values is drawn in Figure 11 for all
485 data points used for the development of the M5MT-GP model. As seen, the predicted and measured
KG values are in a very good agreement and the scatter between them is very small as the data points
are concentrated around the optimal line. Though only KG=1 was obtained for the staggered
arrangement with different wave and structural conditions, values of the statistical parameters indicate
that the developed M5MT-GP model can precisely reproduce the experimental results for non-breaking
wave loads on a slender pile in a group of piles. As shown in Figure 11, the agreement index (Ia) and
scatter index (SI) of the model for 485 tests are, 0.987 and 5.8 %, respectively.
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Figure 11: Comparison of predicted and measured KG for 485 data used for the development of M5MT-GP model
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5 Summary and Concluding Remarks
Small-scale laboratory tests were performed in the LWI wave flume to investigate non-breaking wave
load on a slender pile within a group of piles in different arrangements. For this aim, a test programme
was considered covering a broad range of wave conditions (deep to shallow water) and pile group
configurations. The obtained key results may be summarised as follows:
(i) Pile group arrangement, relative spacing SG/D and KC number were found as the most significant
parameters affecting wave-induced loads on a slender pile within a pile group.
(ii) For side by side arrangement, when KC is between 6 and ~35, for which both inertia and drag are
important, pile group effect KG is a multivariate function of both hydrodynamic (KC) and structural
(SG/D) parameters. In this case, very high KG values (up to 2.4 at SG/D=0.5) are obtained. For the
pure inertia regime (KC<6) where the water depth (h/L=0.29 – 0.64) is relatively large and for the
pure drag regime (KC>30~35) wave pile group effect KG is independent of KC and only a function
of relative spacing SG/D.
(iii) For tandem arrangement, the highest sheltering effect is obtained for very large KC number
(KC=88), where the wave load is primarily dominated by drag. Sheltering effect disappears for
SG/D>3 and KG values are more or less equal to 1 for the whole tested range of KC number.
(iv) For the 2×2 arrangement, the downstream piles behave like in both side by side and tandem
arrangement.

(v) For staggered arrangement, no specific relationship could be found between pile group effect KG
and KC number. In fact, KG varies from 0.9 to 1.1 for almost all performed tests. Therefore, the
influence of wave direction on the resulting wave load on a pile in a pile group needs further
investigations by testing pile group arrangements with different angles (0°-90°) of the centre
connection line of the cylinders relative to the wave direction.
For the analysis of the laboratory data and development of the wave load formulae, an artificial
intelligence (AI), named ‘hybrid M5MT-GP model’, was implemented. The developed M5MT-GP model
and formulae are summarized in Figure 10. The developed model and formulae are simple, compact,
transparent and physically-based and allow us to systematically assess pile group effect KG depending
on the flow regime (KC) and the structural conditions (pile group arrangement, SG/D). The proposed
wave load formulae are expected to fill up the current gap in the design guidelines and standards related
to pile-group supported structures in offshore, coastal and harbour engineering. In addition to the
proposed wave load formulae and as a result of the analysis of the described laboratory tests, new wave
run-up formulae for design practice are also proposed for the prediction of wave run-up on vertical piles
due to regular waves, which are recently addressed by Bonakdar et al. (2016).
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ABSTRACT
Wave-induced loading of slender piles is among the most uncertain issues in the design of pile groupsupported marine structures. Though the correct estimation of the wave loading of a pile within a pilegroup in different arrangements is crucial for both safety and costs, no reliable wave load formula is
available in the current guidelines and standards for the design of offshore structures. Therefore, new
wave load formulae are proposed in this paper which are derived from systematic laboratory tests on
the pile group effect on the wave loading of a slender pile within the author’s PhD research at
Leichtweiss-Institute (LWI), Technische Universität Braunschweig, in Germany. The experiments, with
a focus on regular non-breaking waves, include different pile arrangements (single, side by side,
tandem, 2×2 and staggered with relative spacing of SG/D=0.5 – 5) and cover a wide range of KCnumbers (KC=1-88) and relative water depths (h/L= 0.042 - 0.64). The new wave load formulae,
developed using a so-called Hybrid M5MT-GP model, allow us to systematically account for the pile
group effect (KG) as a function of the flow regime (KC number) and the relative spacing (SG/D) for each
tested pile group arrangement. The results show that the pile group effect needs to be considered in
calculating wave loads on the slender piles in pile groups, unless KG=1, meaning that there is no
interference effect between neighbouring piles and that each pile in the group can be treated as a single
isolated pile.

RESUME
Les charges dues aux vagues sur les piles minces sont un des problèmes les plus incertains dans la
conception des structures maritimes supportées par des groupes de piles. Bien que l’estimation correcte
des charges dues aux vagues sur une pile intégrée dans un groupe de piles en différentes configurations
soit cruciale à la fois pour la sécurité et les coûts, aucune formule fiable n’existe dans les
recommandations courantes et les standards de conception des structures offshore. Par conséquent,
de nouvelles formules sont proposées dans cet article. Elles dérivent d’essais de laboratoires
systématiques sur l’effet des groupes de piles sur les charges dues aux vagues d’une pile mince, dans
le cadre de la thèse de l’auteur à l’institut Leichtweiss (LWI) de l’université technique de Braunschweig
en Allemagne. Les expérimentations, avec un focus sur les vagues régulières non déferlantes, incluent
différentes configurations de piles (isolées, côte à côte, en tandem, 2 par 2 et espacées avec un espace
régulier de SG/D=0.5 – 5) et couvrent une large gamme de valeurs de KC (1 à 88) et de profondeurs
relatives (h/L= 0.042 à 0.64). La nouvelle formule de charge due aux vagues, développée en utilisant
un modèle dit hybride M5MT-GP, permet de tenir compte de l’effet de groupe (KG) comme fonction du
régime hydraulique (nombre KC) et de l’espacement relatif (SG/D) pour chaque configuration testée.
Les résultats montrent que l’effet des groupes de piles doit être considéré lors du calcul des charges
dues aux vagues sur les piles minces dans des groupes de piles, à moins que KG=1 ce qui signifie qu’il
n’y pas d’interférence entre piles voisines et chacune peut être traitée de manière isolée.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Wellenbedingte Belastung von schlanken Pfählen ist einer der unsichersten Faktoren bei der Gestaltung
von Pfahlgruppen, die marine Anlagen stützen. Obwohl die richtige Einschätzung der Wellenbelastung
eines Pfahls innerhalb einer Pfahlgruppe in unterschiedlichen Anordnungen sowohl für die Sicherheit
als auch für die Kosten wesentlich ist, gibt es in den aktuellen Richtlinien und Normen für die Auslegung
von Offshore-Anlagen keine verlässlichen Wellenlastformeln. Daher werden in diesem Artikel neue
Wellenlastformeln vorgeschlagen, die aus systematischen Labortests zum Pfahlgruppeneffekt auf die
Wellenbelastung eines schlanken Pfahls abgeleitet werden, welche im Rahmen der Dissertation des
Autors am Leichtweiß-Institut (LWI), Technische Universität Braunschweig, Deutschland, durchgeführt
wurden. Die Experimente, die sich auf regelmäßige, nicht brechende Wellen konzentrieren, umfassen
verschiedene Pfahlanordnungen (einzeln, nebeneinander, Tandem, 2 x 2 und versetzt mit einem
relativen Abstand von SG/D = 0.5 – 5) und decken einen großen Bereich von KC-Zahlen (KC = 1 - 88)
und relativen Wassertiefen (h/L = 0.042 - 0.64) ab. Die neue Wellenlastformel, die mit Hilfe eines
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sogenannten Hybrid M5MT-GP Modells entwickelt wurde, erlaubt eine systematische Berechnung des
Pfahlgruppeneffekts (KG) für jede getestete Pfahlgruppenanordnung als Funktion des Abflussregimes
(KC-Zahl) und des relativen Abstands (SG/D). Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass der Pfahlgruppeneffekt bei
der Berechnung von Wellenbelastungen auf schlanke Pfähle innerhalb von Pfahlgruppen berücksichtigt
werden muss, es sei denn, KG = 1, was bedeutet, dass es keinen Störeffekt zwischen benachbarten
Pfählen gibt und dass jeder Pfahl in der Gruppe als einzelner, isolierter Pfahl behandelt werden kann.

RESUMEN
Las cargas derivadas de la acción del oleaje sobre pilotes esbeltos es una las las cuestiones más
inciertas en el diseño de estructuras marítimas sustentadas por grupos de pilotes. Una correcta
estimación de los esfuerzos en estos casos resulta un elemento crucial, tanto para asegurar las
condiciones de seguridad, como un adecuado coste de la estructura, sin que en la literatura y normativa
técnica disponible se puedan encontrar formulaciones de suficiente confianza para su aplicación en
estructuras exteriores expuestas. En estas condiciones, en el presente trabajo se propone una nueva
fórmula derivada de los resultados obtenidos en ensayos de laboratorio llevados a cabo sobre
estructuras conformadas por grupos de pilotes esbeltos, en el marco de la obtención del título de Doctor
por parte del autor en Instituto Técnico Leichtweiss de la Universidad Braunschweig, en Alemania. Los
experimentos, basados en oleaje regular no rompiente, incluyen diversas configuraciones de pilotes
(aislados, contiguos, en tandem, 2x2, y colocados con una separación relativa a su diámetro en ratios
de entre 0,5 y 5), cubriendo una amplia gama del parámetro KC (entre 1 y 88) y con profundidades
relativas (h/L) en el entorno de 0.042 a 0.64. La nueva fórmula de cálculo de cargas, desarrollada
utilizando el denominado modelo híbrido M5MT-GP, permite tener en cuenta el efecto grupo en los
pilotes (KG) en función del régimen con que se comporta el flujo de agua (parámetro KC) y la distancia
relativa (SG/D) para cada disposición de grupos de pilotes. Los resultados muestran que el efecto grupo
debe tenerse en consideración a la hora de calcular las fuerzas del oleaje en una estructura, a menos
que KG sea igual a 1, en cuyo caso no existirá interferencia entre elementos, de tal manera que cada
pilote dentro del grupo puede considerarse como un elemento aislado.
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